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**14. PRODUCT CHANGE**

This GIDEP PCN is to announce specifications change with the datasheet parameters for the following International Rectifier Part No. Note that this change is related to part specification due to a die FAB transfer.

**IR2130D**  
400V, 3-PHASE DRIVER packaged in a MO-036AB package

Static Electrical Characteristics

- **VBSUV+** [VBS Supply Undervoltage Positive Going Threshold], change max limit from 9.2 V to 9.5 V
- **VBSUV-** [VBS Supply Undervoltage Negative Going Threshold], change max limit from 8.8 V to 9.3 V
- **IO+,Amp** [Amplifier Output High Short Circuit], change typical limit from 250 mA to 500 mA

Reference Datasheet PD-60022
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